TO: All Prospective Bidders

The following changes are made a part of the Drawings and Specifications for the subject project, dated January 31, 2020. Receipt of this Addendum is to be acknowledged, in the space provided in the Bid Form. Failure to do so may subject the Bid to be considered as non-responsive.

A. CHANGES TO SPECIFICATIONS


B. CHANGES TO DRAWINGS

1. CIVIL DRAWINGS

☐ None.

2. ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS

☐ None.

3. MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

☐ None.

C. RFI QUESTIONS/ANSWERS

☐ You have deleted the bollard detail from the CO.3 drawing, and the bollards that were shown at the underground LP gas tanks. Two bollards are still indicated at the chiller SW corner. Are these bollard still required? The bollards near the chiller courtyard are indicated as existing on the demolition and new work plans. They remain as is.
The fence detail indicated on A1.0 (addendum #2 drawing) now indicate 6" post at the chiller and LP gas tanks. The new fence specification issued yesterday states line post are 1.9" end, corner post are 2.375". Refer to this addendum. If 6" post are required will they be light-industrial-strength, Group IC-L? As Specified. No concrete fill? Refer to this addendum for clarification.

D. ATTACHMENTS

None.

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 3